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52. On Homotop: Groups o] Function Spaces

By Yoshiro INOUE
(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., April 12, 1955)

1. Introduction: Since M. Abe defined "Abe groups" [13,
wrious kinds of homotopy groups of function spaces have been
introduced by some authors. These groups are considered as homo-
topy groups of suitable pseudo fibre spaces. Our purpose of this
paper is to investigate the homotopy groups of J. R. Jackson 63
and the abhomotopy groups introduced by S. T. Hu [3 from this
point of view.

2, Pseudo fibre spaces: By a pseudo fibre space (X,/9, B), we
understand a collection of two spaces X, B and a continuous mapping
p" X---,B of X onto B satisfying the "Lifting homotopy theorem"
(p, 63, P. J. Hilton 2]; p. 443, J. P. Serre 7_). We assume that
X is arcwise connected. The projection 19" X,B induces the
isomorphism:

) Xo) --, n >_ 2,
and the homomorphism: p, "rr,(X)>r,(B), n z> 1, where Xo is the
fibre over a point bo e B. It is well known that the homotopy sequence:

2 ) .--, r,/(B) a’+--L r,(Xo) ’_2 r,(X) r,(B) ---*. ., n> 1,
of (X, p, B) is exact. The main results of this paper will be based
on the following two theorems.

Theorem 1. If the pseudo fibre space (X, p, B) admits a cross
section, then we have the direct sum relation

r,(Z) rr,(Xo) + yr,(B), n >__ 2,
and vr(X) contains two subgroups M and N such that M is normal
and isomorphic to vr(Xo), p, maps N isomorphically onto r(B) and
each element of ra(X) is uniquely representable as the product of an
element of M with an element of N. (For example, see Theorem
e7.6; S. T. Hu

Theorem 2. Let (X, 19, B) be a pseudo fibre space. If the total
space X is deformable into the fibre Xo relative to a point xo e Xo,
then we have the direct sum relation (direct product, for n---l):

r(Xo) r.+,(B) + r.(X), n

_
1.

(Proof) For n2, the theorem follows from Theorem 27.10,
S. T. Hu [4. According to the same theorem, r(Xo) contains two
subgroups M and N such that d. maps r.(B) isomorphically onto M,
i maps N isomorphically onto r(X) and each element of r(Xo) is
uniquely representable as the product of an element of M and an
element of N, Thus the proof is complete, if we prove that N is
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normal. This fact follows at once from the following theorem.
Theorem :. Let (X, p, B) be a pseudo fibre spce. Let $ be an

arbitrary element of r(B). Then the element d.$ e rl(Xo) induces
the identical automorphism of r(Xo) in the sense of S. Eilenberg

for every integer n 1, where Xo is the fibre over a point bo e B.
(Proof) First of all, we recall that r.(B)r(X, Xo). Then,

for $, there exists a map o I, I , J -- X, Xo, x(.. such that p rep-
resents $ and olI’ represents the element d.$. Let f be a map
of an element a of r.(Xo). From the definition, there exists a

homotopy h" I" -- Xo .such that ho f, ht (.in) o (1- t, 0), and h
represents the element (d2$)*a, where (d2)* is the operator of r.(Xo)
induced by d.$. Define a map F. Q= 1 I I 1 1" .0 1
>X by taking from each (x’, t, s)e Q

’(x’) on l’xIxl’I’xOxI

F(x, t, s) o(1 t, s) on I x I x I
h(x’) on I I 0.

The map pF: Q---B is extended to the map G:I’II,B such
that G(x, t, s)--poo(1-t, s). Then, by Proposition 1, p. 443, J. P.
Serre [7], the map F is extended to the map F:I’II----X
such that pF--G’. The homotopy H:I---)X defined by H(x’)=F’
(x", 1, t) is a homotopy joining the map f=H and the map h,=Ho.
This completes the proof.

In the above theorem, if the boundary homomorphism d: r.(B)
)r(Xo) is onto, the fibre X0 is n-simple for every integer nl.
Especially, if the fibre Xo is contractible in X to a point x0 Xo
relative to Xo, Xo is n-simple for any integer nl.

:. lunction spaces: Let Y be a given space. We say
that a space X belongs to the class I(Y) provided that whenever

" T-- yx is a continuous mapping of an arbitrary finite simplicial
complex T to yx, we may define a continuous mapping " T X-- Y
by

(t, x) T X,
where yx is a function space of compact open topology consisting
of all maps f: X, Y. For example, if X is locally compact and
regular, X belongs to the class ?t(Y) for any space Y. If X satisfies
the first axiom of countability, X belongs to I(Y) for any space Y.

Let (X, Xo) be a pair of spaces X, X0 such that Xo is a closed
subset of X. If, for any finite simplicial complex T, T Xo has the
homotopy extention property in TX with respect to Y, we say
that the pair (X, Xo) belongs to the class (Y). If X and Xo are
ANR’s, (X, Xo) belongs to (Y) for any space Y. Especially, if Xo
is a subcomplex of a finite simplicial complex X, (X, Xo) belongs to
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(Y) for any space Y.
Theorem 4. For a pair (X, Xo), the following conditions are

equivalent.
(1) (X, Xo) belongs to the class (Y).
( 2 A map f: (K Xo) (L X) Y has an extention F: K X

, Y for any pair (K, L) such that L is a subcomplex of a finite
simplicial complex K and K, L are contractible in itself.

( 3 The set (I" Xo) ( X) has the homotopy extention prop-
erty in I X with respect to Y, m 0 (see 4, J. R. Jackson 6J).

(Proof) (1)---(2): Refer to the proof of Proposition 1, p. 443,
J. P. Serre 7J. (2),(3), (3)---,(1): It is clear.

(ii) Let (X; X, X., X), (Y; Y, Y, Y) be two tetrads such that
X, X, Xa are closed subsets of X, and X _XX., Y YY..
Denote by 2 the function space of compact open topology consisting

of all maps f: (X; X, X., Xs), (Y; Y, Y., Y) and by the function
space of compact open topology consisting of all maps f: (X,X
X, X) , (Y, Y Y, Y). In the remainder of this paper, we shall
always consider the spaces 2, under the following conditions.

(I) X and X belong to classes I(Y) and I(Y) respectively.
(II) (X, X X.) and (X., XX) belong to (Y) and (Y.) re-

spectively.
Define a continuous mapping p" 2-- by making correspondence
f e 2 to the partial map pf-fl X e . Let f be an arbitrary map
of 2, and let g be a map of such that g is joined by arc in with
pf. Then there exists a homotopy h (X, X X, X) ---, (Y, Y
Y., Y) such that ho=Pf, h--g. Since (X, XX.)belongs to (Y),
there exists an extention h: (X., X X, X), (Y., Y Y., Y) of

h XX. such that ho=f lX. Define a horaotopy H (X X., X,
X Xs) -- (Y Y Y Y. Y by

H X--h, H X--h.
Since (X, XX) belongs to (Y), has an extention H: (X, X,
X., X)---, (Y, Y, Y., Y) such that H.---f. Then the map H:(X, X,
X, X)-,(Y, Y, Y., Y) belongs to 9 and pH--g. Denote by 2(f)
the arcwise connected component of 2 containing the map f e 2.
Then we have the following lemma from the above arguments.

Lemma . The partial map P 2(f) maps 2(f) onto (pf).
The following theorem is a main theorem in this paper.

Theorem 6. (9(,f), p, (pf)) is a pseudo fibre space.
(Proof) Let K be an arbitrary finite simplicial complex. Let

F:K---2(f) be a map such that G=pF:K--{pf) admits a
homotopy G K--, 2(pf). Define a homotopy G: (K X,K (X X.),
K Xs)-- (Y, Y Y, Y) by taking for each s K, x X
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G(s, x) G,(s)(x).
As in the proof of Lemma 5, G(s, ) has an extention F(s, x): (K X,
g x X, K X2, K Xa)-- (Y, Y, Y2, Ya) such that Fo(S, x)--F(s)().
Define a homotopy F K-+J(f) by (s)(x)=F(s, x). Since pF=G,
Fo=F, the homotopy is a desired homotopy.

By this heorem, (, p, pg) is a pseudo fibre space. Then, we
have the isomorphism: (9, ,f)(, pf), n2, and the homotopy
sequence:

where is the fibre over pf. In the remainder of this paper, we
always consider the homotopy sequence above when f is he constant
map ko:X,yo of X onto a single point of Y. In this case, the
fibre o over pko s the function space yx{, X; Y, Y0} consisting
of all maps f: (X, X2, X) (Y, Y2, Y0).

4. Results of Jackson: In this section, we shall investigate the
pseudo fibre space (, p, pg) defined in the preceding section under
the following condition:

(CI) There exists a retraction X-,X such that the partial
map X2 maps X onto XX2.

Theorem 7. If (X; X, X2) satisfies the condition (C]), the pseudo
.fibre space (, p, p) has a cross section.

(Proof) Define a continuous mapping :p9 by
f X, f

Then p@f=f, and is a cross section.
By his theorem, under the condition (CI), Theorem 1 is ap-

plicable.
Theorem 8. Under the condition (C1), the direct sum relion:

holds, where ko is the constant map: XYo or X,Yo. (, kvo)
contains a normal subgroup M isomorphic to (o, ko) and a subgroup
N isomorphic to (, ko) and each element of (, ko) is uniquely
reesentable as the wodu of an element of M with an element of

When the spaces , X2, ; Y, Y, Ya satisfy the following con-
ditions respectively, Theorems 7 and 8 hold.

( X=X=Xs, Y Y= Ya, and X is a retract of X (Theorem
(10.2); J. R. Jackson [6]).

(ii) X Xa a single point Xo, Y Ys a single point Yo, and X
is a retract of X (Theorem (10.3); 6J).

(iii) X=a single point Xo.
In the cases (i) and (ii), if X is a deformation retract of X, then
,(, ko) ,(, ko), n 1 (Theorem (8.1); J. R. Jackson [6J). In
fac, the space 0 is contractible o a point, then ,(o, k0)=0, nl.
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Example 1. Denote by s an arbitrary but fixed point of p-sphere
S. Let X:SS be the union of S and S joined together by
identifying the point s and s to a single point Xo. Consider the
spaces:

tg-- ysVsq S Sq x0; Y, Y., Yo}, rv{sv, Yo}.
The triple (9, p, ) is a pseudo fibre space, and there exists a retrac-
tion of SS onto S satisfying the condition (C1). The fibre
o over the constant map ko is homeomorphic to the space Y;q{s, Yo}.

Bq qThen, from the well-known relations: (Y {s, Yo}, ko) +q(Y, Yo),
(Yv sv, Y0}, ko) +(Y, Yo), the direct sum relation:

(9, kvo) +,(Y, Yo) + ,+q(Y, Yo), m 1,
follows at once from Theorem 8 (cf. Theorem (13.3); [6J).

Example 2. By putting X=S, X=X=Xa=s, Y= Y=Y= Ys,
the spaces 9 and are homeomorphic to the spaces Y* and Y
respectively. The pseudo fibre space (Y’* p, Y) has a cross section as
the case (iii). From the relation: _(Y, Yo) v,(Y-, ko), O<rn,
of S. T. Hu ((5.2); S. T. Hu [3) and Theorem 8, we have the
direct sum relation:

a(Y, v0) +(Y, y0) +(Y, yo), 2, o,
of the (m +p, m-1)-th abhomotopy group of Y. (For the Abe group
+(Y, Yo) ,(yz, kvo) see the paper [5.). A generalization of abhomotopy groups: In this section, we
shall investigate the pseudo fibre space (9, p, pg) defined by

9= Y[X, z, x0; Y, Y, yo}, 9 =Y:, [o, yo}
under the conditions:

(C, 1) X,
(C, 2) Xt has the homotopy extention property in X with respect

to X,
(C, 3) X s the homotopy eztension operty in X with respect

to X,
(C, 4) Xt is contractible in X to a point Xo relative to

The fibre o over kvo is the function space Yx[X, X; Y, Y0}.
Lemma 9. Under the conditions (C, 1) (C, 4), is deformable

into the fibre o relative to kVo.
(Proof) Let ,:XX be a homotopy such that Oo(X)=x(x e X),

o,(o)=Xo (0t 1), o(X)=Xo. From conditions (C, 2) and (C, 3),, has an extension : (X,X)(X, X) such that ()=x, x X.
Define a homotopy W 9,9 by

(W,f)(x)=/(;()), x.
Clearly, Wof=f and Wf e 0. This completes the proof.

By this lemma and Theorem 2, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Under the conditions (C,I)(C, 4), the direct

sum relation (direct product for n=l):
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r,(Yx {X,X1; Y1,Yo} ko) r,+l(Yxl {Xo,Yo ,ko) + rr,(Yx [X.,Xo; YI,Yo} ko)
holds for any integer n 1.

Example 1. When X-p-sphere S", p 1,
=r-th subcomplex K of S’, p r 0,
X:X, Xo:a single point of K, Y: Y,

we have the direct sum relation:
,(Ys g, Yo}, k%) +,(Y{Xo, Yo}, ko) + ,+(Y, Yo), n 1.

Here we recall that (yS{Xo, Yo}, ko) ,+(Y, Y0). Especially, by
putting K’=S, we have the direct sum relation of the abhomotopy
group x,+,+Y, yo):

’+( Yo) (Y[S, Yo} ko) ++(Y, yo)+,+(Y, Yo)n+rk

( 5; S. T. Hu [3). It is easily seen that the group (YS’{K,yo},
ko) is the group a’*,+(Y, yo), rO, of H. Uehara [8.

Example 2. When X=p-cell E, p 2,
X=S-=the boundary of E,
X=S*=i-th sphere in S-, i p-2,
Xo:a single point of S*,

we have the direct sum relation:
(.) is s’; Y,, yo}, k,o) [Xo, y0},

One can easily be seen that these groups are relativized groups
of abhomotopy groups. Following to S. T. Hu, one can define the
group ,(Y’[S-, S*; Y, Yo}, ko) directly and give its direct sum
relation (,) by the same arguments as in the paper [3]. For an
another definition of relativized abhomotopy groups, see the paper [5.
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